
April news 

This brief newsletter is about a visit made by Kinamba students to a secondary boarding school 

where several of our students are at the moment. One of our students Is Head Girl there. 

The school is a kind and caring place, very willing to accommodate differences and do their best to 

help individuals. 

Epiphanie wrote this short report about the visit and below are a few photographs, unfortunately 

there are no pictures of the dance and music events because they took place after nightfall and 

photographs were apparently impossible 

On Monday 25th March 2024 KCP went to visit GITISI school where we had Rugby Friendship games.  

We had two teams girls and boys. The girls losst and the boys won, they were amazing games and 

the students from Gitisi were thinking that we are kids and we cannot win , but they saw how we 

played in an intelligent way, especially Munyonzi (Fiston)  

We also had traditional Dance. KCP students were so excited to visit another school, especially in 

secondary school. They met other teams and saw their  dance . For ours they have shown them 

different performance and it was very nice, each team showed us their talents and it was great to 

see primary dance and secondary dance, but we did not have photos because it was too dark for 

pictures. 

Music: In this session Leontine’s group performed different songs in Kinyarwanda and English. We 

have also the drumming party where they accompanied the songs they were singing.  

Generally we had a target to show them how to drum and we called our seconndary students from 

KCP to drum as they have study in KCP when they were in Primary.  

The GITISI students did not want to finish this visit, the singers and drummers are so talented 

compared to the Gitisi singers and we all enjoyed our visit. 

 We are fortunate in the talented young people who are working with our students and giving them 

important experiences not readily accessible to others. 
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